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1. Introduction 
1.1. Recently attention has been devoted to problems in "applied categoricity 
theory", i. e. the attempt to classify first order axiom systems whose models admit 
a structure theory in one or another sense. In connection with the classification of 
k, -categorical theories the main model-theoretic tool has been: 
Fact. (Morley [9], Baldwin [1]). If the theory T is k, -categorical, then it is 
co-stable of finite Morley rank. 
General categoricity and stability theory is developed in the text [11] and 
summarized at length in the introduction to [4]. (See also the expository article 
[12] and the more advanced text [13]. ) 
The present article is concerned primarily with groups of Morley rank at most 
three. (As usual we say a structure is K, -categorical, stable, of Morley rank n, etc. 
iff its complete theory has the given property. In addition for us the phrase 
"Morley rank n" is synonymous with "Morley rank n and w-stable". ) The most 
interesting groups in this class are the groups PSL(2, K) over an algebraically 
closed field K. Of course any algebraic group over an algebraically closed field has 
finite Morley rank. I show as a weak converse: 
Theorem. If G is a nonsolvable group of Morley rank 3 with a definable subgroup 
of Morley rank 2, then the center Z of G is finite and: 
G/Z - PSL (2, K) 
for some algebraically closed field K. 
A nonsolvable group of Morely rank 3 which contains no definable subgroup of 
Morley rank 2 will be called a bad group -I expect none such exist [10]. In 
Section 5.1 it will be shown that bad groups satisfy some fairly stringent algebraic 
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conditions, but the existence question is open, and seems very difficult. It will, 
however, be seen that a bad group is never locally finite. 
1.2. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 develops some general 
machinery for the analysis of groups of finite Morley rank, the main result being 
the Indecomposability Theorem of Section 2.2. Sections 3,4, and 5 deal respec- 
tively with groups of Morley ranks 1,2, and 3. Section 5.1 concerns good groups 
and Section 5.2 concerns bad groups. The results of Sections 4.1 and 4.2 (but not 
4.3) are needed for 5.1. 
1.3. It should be noted that Reineke pointed out several years ago that a group of 
Morley rank one and degree one is abelian. This is the basis for the inductive 
analysis of groups of small Morley rank. 
1.4 (Added January 1978). Zil'ber has an interesting article closely connected 
with the work presented here [16], which was carried out independently. The 
connections and chronology are as follows. 
Call a theory weakly categorical if it is interpretable in an X, -categorical 
theory. Zil'ber proves a theorem equivalent to our Theorem 2.9 for the special 
case of weakly categorical groups [16, Theorem 3.2]. Our methods are the same, 
although Zil'ber uses types where I use definable sets and invokes the proof of 
Baldwin's Finiteness Theorem, as he does not have our Lemma 5 (cf. [16, 
Theorem 3.2]). He then observes that an argument of Reineke proves our 
Theorem 3.2 (via the corresponding special case of Theorem 3.1). His paper 
contains a number of significant results on weakly categorical groups and rings 
unrelated to the work described here. In particular he gives an elegant proof that 
a simple algebraic group over an algebraically closed field is K, -categorical [16, 
Corollary to Theorem 3.2]. I had observed (Fall 1976) that this result can be 
obtained easily, but at some length, from the known structure theory for such 
groups (using a good deal of [4] and the generators and relations of [14]). Zil'ber's 
proof is short and uses no structure theory. 
Zil'ber's results were obtained in 1972, submitted for publication in April 1974, 
and published in 1977. Mine were obtained in August 1976 and were the subject 
of an informal seminar at the University of Hannover in June 1977. 
1.5 (September 1978). Shelah has extended the Indecomposability Theorem 
(Theorem 2.9) to stable groups. It is likely that the results of this paper apply also 
to superstable groups of Shelah degree at most 3. This is discussed in [18]. 
2. Groups of finite Morley rank 
2.1. Ultra Morleyization 
In the inductive analysis of structures of finite Morley rank one deals frequently 
with the rank of substructures, quotients, and products. This creates certain 
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formal complications. For example a definable subgroup H of a group G may 
have lower Morley rank as a group in its own right than as a definable subset of G 
(e. g. H may be abelian but have nontrivial G-conjugacy classes). The situation is 
even worse with respect to quotients of G by arbitrary equivalence relations. The 
simplest way to eliminate these problems is to introduce the ultra Morleyization of 
a structure (or else to ignore the issue). 
Definition 1. Let M be a structure, 0 an equivalence relation on M. 
(1) M is ultra Morley if for every definable relation p (whose definition may 
involve parameters from M) there is a relation symbol R such that for 
a,,..., a,, EM: pal a,, iffMkRa, """a". 
(2) The full quotient M//9 is defined as the structure whose universe is the set of 
equivalence classes of 0 and whose relations are exactly the relations induced on 
this set by the parameter definable relations on M whose truth value is constant 
on equivalence classes of 0. 
Remark 2. Let M be a structure, 0a definable equivalence relation on M. Then: 
(1) M//9 is ultra Morley. 
(2) If M is ultra Morley, then every definable substructure of M is ultra 
Morley. 
(3) Every structure has a natural ultra Morley expansion. 
Throughout this article it is a tacit assumption that all structures are ultra 
Morley. The effect of this should perhaps be illustrated by an example. Let H be 
an elementary abelian p-group with p an odd prime and let H= K®L be 
decomposed as a direct sum in some arbitrary but fixed way. Let a be the 
automorphism of H fixing K pointwise and sending the elements of L to their 
inverses. Since a has order two we can form the semidirect product 
G=HxZ2 
in which the generator a of ZZ acts like a on H. 
When H is considered as an abstract group the subgroups K, L are in general 
not definable. However, when H arises as a definable subgroup of G, then we 
naturally consider K and L definable (i. e. G-definable). One way of viewing this 
situation is to say that H as a subgroup of G comes equipped with the 
automorphism a which is "inherited" from G, and the use of the ultra Morleyiza- 
tion makes this manner of speaking rigorous. 
2.2 The degree of a group 
In this subsection we define connectedness for groups of finite Morley rank. If 
G has finite Morley rank n, then G has a degree d satisfying 1- d <co (the Morley 
degree [11]). We prove that d is the index of the connected component of G in G. 
The rest of this paper is based on repeated applications of this fact. For the 
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duration of this subsection we will work in the context of w-stable groups G of 
Morley rank a (possibly infinite). 
Definition 1. A group G is connected iff it has no definable proper subgroup of 
finite index. 
This notion was introduced by Macintyre [3], following the lead of Kegel and 
Wehrfritz [6]. If G is an algebraic group (over an algebraically closed field) it is 
close to the classical notion. In one direction, if G is a connected algebraic group 
and H is a definable subgroup of finite index, then the elimination of quantifiers 
for algebraically closed fields means that H is constructible, hence closed [5, p. 
54]. Since H has finite index, if H is unequal to G, then H disconnects G. Thus 
H=G and G is connected in the above sense. The converse is true under a 
somewhat jesuitical interpretation. Suppose G is an algebraic group, connected in 
the above sense, where G is viewed as a subset of one (if G is affine) or more (in 
general) copies of K", K the algebraically closed base field. Here K" carries all 
subvarieties as definable subsets, and G inherits the corresponding structure, if K" 
is ultra Morleyized (nota bene). The connected component G° of G being closed, 
it is definable, and being of finite index in G, it equals G. Thus G is also 
connected as an algebraic group. 
In our present context we deal with abstract groups, and connectedness is 
always understood in the above sense (and is therefore meaningful only for 
groups). 
Definition 2. Let G be a group, Ha connected definable subgroup of G having 
finite index in G. Then we call H the identity component of G, and write H= G°. 
The notation is justified by the following fact proved in [3]: 
Fact 3. If G is an w-stable group, then G has a unique identity component, a 
characteristic subgroup of G. 
The uniqueness of G° is straightforward, as is the proof that it is characteristic 
in G. The existence comes from the descending chain condition on definable 
subgroups of w-stable groups, which goes back to [7]. 
Before we can prove that the degree of an w-stable group G equals the index 
of G° in G we need three technical lemmas: a straightforward result on invariance 
of rank and two weak results on the definability of rank. 
Lemma 4. Let M< M* be two structures. Let AcM, Bc M* be definable sets (we 
do not assume A is M*-definable), with AcB. Then rank A -rank B (if A is not 
o-stable this means B is not w-stable). 
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Proof. Suppose rank A, a. We prove that rank B, a by induction on a, the 
only potentially nontrivial case being a=ß+1, a successor. We may suppose that 
M, M* are saturated sufficiently so that Morley rank equals Cantor-Bendixson 
rank. Then for d%1 an integer, partition A into definable subsets A1, ... , Ad of 
rank > P. Define B, = A* fl B, where A* is the canonical extension of A; to M*. 
Then B contains the disjoint union of B1, ..., Bd and rank B,: -:, ß. Since d is 
arbitrary, rank B --a. 
Our next result is a group-theoretic interpretation of Morley rank. 
Lemma 5. Let G be an w-stable group of Morley rank a and degree d and let 
XcG be a definable subset. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) rank X<a 
(2) for some l -1 there are elements gk; EG (k _ 1, i<d+ 1) and definable 
subsets Xk cX (k - d) satisfying 
(a) X= UkXk and for k-1, i4j: 
(b) gkXk n gk, Xk = 
0. 
Proof. Assume that 1,1, gk, E G, Xk cX as in (2) are given. By (2(b)) G contains 
the disjoint union of the sets 
lgkiXk: iCd+1} 
for each k. Since deg G=d it follows that rank Xk < a, hence by (2(a)) rank X< 
a. 
Now suppose conversely that rank X<a. Assume that the language of G 
contains a name for each element of G and let T be the complete theory of G. Let 
a be a new constant symbol and extend T by the following axioms (the first axiom 
actually follows from the second group of axioms): 
(1) aEX, 
(2) for each (d + 1)-tuple g1, ... , gd+, 
in G: 
V (gi 1 g, a EX). 
We will now show that this axiom system is inconsistent. Suppose on the 
contrary that G* is a model, and choose a maximal set g,,... , g, in G so that 
g; 1g; aOX for i4j, i, j-r. 
Then r-d and for all g in G there is an ir with 
g, l ga EX or g-' g, a ¬ X, 
hence 
gE gXa-1 or gEg; aX-'. 
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Thus 
GSU (g, X*a-' U g, a(X*)-'), 
it 
a set of rank less than a in G*, contradicting Lemma 4. 
Since the above axiom system is inconsistent there are (d + 1)-tuples 
(gkI, 
"""I gkd+l)E 
G" (k 1<co) such that G satisfies: 
for all aEX there is ak_l such that for 
i# j(i, j; d+1) gk; gkja¢X. 
Then set: 
Xk ={aEX: for i# j(i, j<d+1)gk; gk; a0X}. 
Then for i* j(i, j-d+ 1) gk; Xk fl gk, X = Q), as desired. 
Definition 6. Let O (x; y,, ... , y, 
) be a formula defined in a group G of degree d. 
For 1--I define a formula ¢/1 by 
(4/l)(Y1, ... , Y, 
) = "3 g1, ... gºd+1 such that 
Ix I O(x; y,, ... , y, ý} _ 
U ix Ido(X; yj,... Iy. 
)&diYLi-10(RktlSkx; y. 
k cl 
Remark 7. If O (x; y) is defined in an w-stable group G, then the following are 
equivalent for g in G: 
(1) rank 46(x; g)<rank G. 
(2) V. « 
(4/l)(g) 
This is essentially a restatement of Lemma 5. 
Lemma 8. Let G be an w-stable group of Morley rank a and degree d, and suppose 
the formula 45(x; y,, ... , y, 
) is defined in G. Define a relation R on G by 
Ry =- [rank O (x; y) <a]. 
Then R is first order definable over G. 
Proof. Write G=A, U"". U Ad with rank A, = a, degree A, = 1. Define 
R, y = -[rank "4, (x; y) &xcA, "< «]. 
Then RV = V, R, y. It suffices to show that the relations R. are G-definable. Fix i. 
We will write jr(x; y) _ "4(x; y) &xEA; " and -ýi(x; y) _ "ý ý(x; y) &xE 
A, ". Let T be the complete theory of G (with all elements of G named), let 
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a1, ..., a, 
be new constant symbols, and extend T by the axioms: 
(1) -1 R(+G/1)(x)], 1 <00, 
(2) ý[(-gi/l)(d)], 1<ý. 
Since A, has degree 1, Remark 7 shows that the resulting axiom system is 
inconsistent. It follows that for 1 sufficiently large, say for 1, lo, G satisfies 
VY IONI MM-0/l)(01. 
Thus R; y iff (till)(y) (I> lo). 
Now we can compute the degree of an w-stable group. 
Theorem 9. Let G be an w-stable group of Morley degree d and identity component 
G°. Then d= [G : G°]. 
Proof. It suffices to show that degree G° = 1, so we may take G to be connected. 
Write G as the disjoint union of d definable sets A, of degree 1 and rank a 
(= rank G). Define an action of G on 11, ... , 
d} by the formula: 
rank (gA; f1 AQ1) = a. 
Since degree A; =1 this is well-defined and is an action. Applying Lemma 8 to 
the formulas 
ýý; (x; g)="xE gA; nA,,, 
we see that this action is definable over G. In particular its kernel is a definable 
subroup of finite index in G, hence equal to G since G is connected. This means 
that 
rank (gA, n A, ) =a 
for g r= G, i, d, and hence also 
rank (gA; f1 A) <a 
when i/j. Similarly rank (A; g (1 A; ) <a for i j. 
Now let T be the complete theory of G (with all elements of G named). Let a 
be a new constant symbol and extend T by the axioms: 
ga E A, for each gEG. 
This axiom system is consistent, for given 91, ... , gk EG we have 
rank g-ltA, (1" (lgk'A1=a 
and choosing aE1, g, -'Al we have 
g, aeA, &... &gkaEA,. 
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Thus there is a model G*> G which contains an element a satisfying 
GacA*, so GEA*a-1 
If d>1, then in particular A2c A*a-' fl A2, a definable subset of G* of 
Morley rank less than a. This contradicts Lemma 4, proving that d=1, as desired. 
2.3. Additivity of rank 
In this subsection we give an incomplete analysis of the behavior of Morley 
rank under passage to full quotients (Section 2.1, Definition 1(2)). The following 
result is adequate for our purposes. (A fuller discussion will appear in [13, 
Chapter V. 7]. ) 
Theorem 1. Let 0 be a definable equivalence relation on a structure M of rank n. 
Suppose the equivalence classes of 0 all have equal Morley rank m and the full 
quotient M//O has Morley rank k, with m, k finite. Suppose M is K, -saturated. Then 
(1) n- m+k, 
(2) If either of the following conditions is satisfied, then n=m+k: 
(a) m ; 1, 
(b) M is a group, the equivalence classes of 0 are the right cosets of a definable 
subgroup H of M, and M has a definable subgroup of every rank -n. 
Proof. (1). We proceed by induction on k, the case k=0 being trivial. If k =1 +1 
and d? 1 is any integer we may find disjoint subsets B1, ..., Bd of M//9 of rank 1. 
Let A1,. .., 
Ad be the inverse images of B,, ..., Bd under 0. Then rank A, >- 
m+l and A1, ... , 
Ad are disjoint. Since d is arbitrary rank Mm+1+ 1= m+k, 
as desired. 
(2) Assume hypothesis (2(a)) or (2(b)). We prove n-m+k by induction on k, 
the case k=0 being trivial. We treat the case rank M119 =k =1 + 1. 
As a preliminary reduction we may assume deg M1/9 = 1. Indeed in case (2(a)) 
write MI/0=A, /1BU" ""U Ad//9 with A, closed under 0 and rank Ai//O=k, 
degree A; //0=1. If rank A; =m+k, then rank M=m+k. So we might as well 
assume that M=A;, deg M//6 =1. In case (2(b)) it suffices to replace M by M°. 
Suppose toward a contradiction that n>m+k. If AcM is any definable subset 
closed under 0, then either 
or 
rankA//O<k and rankA =m+rankA//O<m+k-n-1 (1) 
rank A/le=k and rank (M-A)//O<k, rank (M-A) 
--n-2, rank A=n. 
(2) 
Fix A1, A2, ... disjoint definable subsets of M of rank n-1. Let Ae be 
the closure of A; under 0. Since rank Ae: n -1, rank A? //e=k, rank 
AB n""" fl Ae//0= k for all 1, and thus rank Ain """ f1 Ae = n. 
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Suppose hypothesis (2(a)) applies. If m=0, then since M is K, -saturated, the 
degrees of the equivalence classes of 0 are bounded by a fixed d <°°. But 
A61 n---n Aä+, 0, a contradiction. Suppose then that m=1. Look for an 
element aEM whose equivalence class ae satisfies: 
ae fl A. is infinite for each i. 
If this type is realized in M, then ae has rank 2, a contradiction. Hence this type is 
inconsistent, and for 1 large M satisfies: 
for all a there is an i<1 so that as fl A, has at most i elements. 
Fix such an I. 
Let M; = {a eM: ae fl A, has at most 1 elements} for i 1. Then M=U; ýi M;, 
so some M; has rank n, so M, /19 has rank k. It follows that M; fl Ae//8 has rank k. 
Let 0' be the restriction of 9 to min A.. Then M, fl A; //6' has rank k. On the 
other hand the equivalence classes of 0' on M; fl A, have cardinality at most 1, so 
by the case m=0 rank M1 fl A, =k-n-2. On the other hand (A; - M; fl A; )e//0 
has rank less than k, so rank (A, - M; ft A; )e is at most n-2, and A. = 
(A; - M, f1 A; ) U (M; n A; ) has rank at most n-2, a contradiction. This disposes of 
the case m =1. 
Suppose now that hypothesis (2(b)) applies. Then the sets A. may be taken to 
be cosets of a subgroup K of rank n -1 in M, say A; = Km;. 
The equivalence classes of 0 on A. have the form (K fl H)K;. Since K has 
rank n -1 and A, // 0 has rank k it follows that K fl H has rank n-1-k, m (by 
induction on n). Hence K2 H°, so KH is a finite union of cosets of K, 
rank KH =n-1, contradicting eq. 2 above. 
2.4 Nilpotent, and solvable groups 
We prove some simple results concerning nilpotent and solvable groups of finite 
Morley rank. 
Theorem 1. Let G be an infinite connected nilpotent group of finite Morley rank n. 
Then 
(1) Z(G) is infinite, 
(2) G has nilpotency class at most n, 
(3) If HcG and H# G, then [N(H): H] = ý. 
Proof. Note first that a connected group G cannot contain a finite normal 
noncentral subgroup H, since otherwise C(H) is a definable proper subgroup of 
finite index in G. (This observation was used in [3]. ) 
Let Zl be the preimage in G of Z(GIZ(G)) and suppose Z= Z(G) is finite. If 
Z1/Z contains an element x of finite order, then H= (x, Z) is noncentral finite 
normal in G, a contradiction. Thus Z, /Z is torsion-free w-stable, hence divisible. 
For geG the commutation map x -> [g, x] induces a group homomorphism 
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from Z1/Z to Z. Z being finite, this map is trivial, so Zl S Z(G) = Z, a contradic- 
tion. Both (2) and (3) now follow readily by induction on n. (For (3) cf. [5, p. 
112]. ) 
Theorem 2. Let G be a connected solvable group of finite Morley rank n. Then G is 
solvable of class at most n and possesses a normal series of definable subgroups 
1c Gt c G2 9"""SQ=G with infinite abelian quotients G, +11 G;. 
Proof. In a stable group the centralizer of any subset is definable [2]. In particular 
if A <1 G is abelian, then H= C(A) rl C2(A) is a definable abelian subgroup 
normal in G, and H2A. If we merely show that G contains an infinite abelian 
normal subgroup A, then we may take A to be definable and prove the theorem 
by a simple induction. 
Let Z= Z(G). If Z is infinite we may take A=Z. Suppose therefore that Z is 
finite and let B be the preimage in G of a definable normal abelian subgroup of 
G/Z. Then B is infinite, nilpotent of class 2, and of finite Morley rank, hence B° 
has infinite center. Take A= Z(B°). Then A is the desired subgroup of G. 
3. Groups of Morley rank 1 
The only novelty in this section is the use of our Indecomposability Theorem 
(Section 2.2). The other arguments are repeated from Reineke's [14]. The 
following elementary group-theoretic fact is basic: 
Lemma 0. If all elements of the group G are of finite order and G-1 is a single 
conjugacy class, then G has at most two elements. 
Proof. Fix g in G-1 of prime order p. By the conjugacy condition G has 
exponent p. If p=2, then by a well-known exercise G is abelian, and it follows 
that G= 7L2. 
Assuming p odd, a contradiction appears as follows. Choose x so that g" = g-1 
(here and throughout g" means x-'gx). Then for all n: 
9 (X') =9 (_l)' 
Taking n=p yields g= g-', so p=2, a contradiction. 
Theorem 1. Let G be an infinite o-stable group. Then G contains an infinite 
definable abelian subgroup. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a counterexample of minimal rank a and degree d. 
These minimality conditions imply that every proper definable subgroup of G is 
finite. In particular G is connected, so the degree d is 1 by the Indecomposability 
Theorem (Section 2.2). 
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We will show that Lemma 0 applies to the quotient G/Z(G), so that 
[G : Z(G)]; 2 and therefore Z(G) is infinite, definable, and abelian, as desired. 
For any g in G- Z(G) the centralizer C(g) is a proper definable subgroup of 
G, hence finite. Since g is in C(g) this implies that g has finite order. Furthermore 
since the conjugacy class gG of g in G can be identified with the coset space 
C(g)\G and C(g) is finite it follows that gG has rank a. But the degree of G is 1, 
so there can be at most one such conjugacy class; thus the noncentral elements of 
G are conjugate. 
Thus Lemma 0 applies to GIZ(G), to complete the argument. 
Theorem 2. If G is a group of Morley rank 1, then G is abelian by finite. 
Proof. Let A be an infinite abelian definable subgroup of G. Then A has rank 1 
and thus [G: A] is finite. 
Theorem 3. Let T be an abelian group equipped with an automorphism a of order 
2. If (T, a) has rank 1, degree 1, then a is given by 
(1) at= t or 
(2) at= t-'. 
Proof. Define P: T -4 T by ßt = tat. We consider two possibilities: 
(1) ker ß is finite. Then Im ß is infinite, hence Im P=T. But at =t on Im ß, 
hence on T. 
(2) ker ß is infinite, hence ker ß=T. Then at = t-1 on T. 
4. Groups of Morley rank 2 
We show that connected groups of Morley rank 2 are solvable, classify the 
nonnilpotent connected groups of Morley rank 2, and give an incomplete analysis 
of the connected nilpotent groups of Morley rank 2. 
Our analysis is motivated in part by the theory of algebraic groups. In this we 
follow the strategy used in the classification of finite simple groups, as stated 
explicitly in the final chapter of [17]. We will devote Section 4.4 to a discussion of 
this aspect of the argument. 
4.1 Solvability 
Throughout this section assume that G is a connected nonsolvable group of 
Morley rank 2, and degree 1. We will eventually reach a contradiction. 
Theorem 1. (1) Z(G) is finite. 
(2) G contains a connected abelian definable subgroup of rank 1. 
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Proof. (1) If Z(G) is infinite, then G/Z(G) is rank 1 connected, hence abelian, 
which proves that G is nilpotent, a contradiction. 
(2) By Theorem 1 of Section 3G contains an infinite abelian definable 
subgroup A. Clearly A has rank 1, and A° is the desired connected abelian 
definable rank 1 subgroup. 
Notation 2. H= GIZ(G) (another nonsolvable group of Morley rank 2, degree 
1). AcH is definable connected abelian of rank 1. N= N(A). 
Lemma 3. (1) Z(H) = 1, 
(2) LH: N]=-, 
(3) [N: A]<ao, 
(4) Ag fl A'` =1 unless gh-' e N. 
Proof. (1) Let Z, be the preimage of Z(H) in G. Since Z, <G and Z, is 
nilpotent, clearly Z1 is finite, hence central. Thus Z(H) = 1. 
(2) A is abelian and N/A has rank at most 1. Thus Ný H, so [H: N]= oo. 
(3) By (2) rank N <_ 1 so [N: A] <o. 
(4) If be Ag rl A", then AR, A' c_ C(b). If C(b) = H, then b=1. Otherwise 
[H: C(b)] = cc, so rank C(b) =1 and A9, A" have finite index in C(b). Since A, ', 
A" are connected, Ag = A" and gh-' E N. 
We can now make a satisfactory structural analysis of H. 
Lemma 4. If wEH-A, then H= AwA U A. The element w may be chosen to be 
an involution. A= N(A). 
Proof. We proceed in four steps. 
Step 1: Fix win H- N. Then H= AwA U N: We claim that AwA has rank 2. 
Then since H has rank 2 and degree 1 there can be only one such double coset, 
and the claim will follow. (Of course if we consider w in N, then the double coset 
AwA reduces to the simple coset Aw = wA of rank 1. ) 
To see that AwA has rank 2 it suffices to verify that the expression of an 
element of AwA in the form a, wag is unique. This is a simple computation: if 
aiwa2= a3wa4, then 
a4a1' =(a3'a, )"'eAf1AW =1 
and thus a2 = a4, a,: = a3, as claimed. 
Step 2: H-N contains an involution: Start with an arbitrary element x of 
H- N. By Step 1 we can write 
x-' = atxa2 
with a,, a2 in A. Let w= xa,. Then w2 = ala2' e A. Setting a= w2 we have: 
a=a'6Af1AW=1 
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and thus w is an involution. Fix such an involution w. 
Step 3: Let K=N fl Aw. Then N=AxK (semi-direct product): Evidently 
KcN normalizes A and K fl A =1. It suffices therefore to show that N= AK. 
For any n in N since nwo N we may write: 
nw = a, wag 
and hence an'n = a2 E A- nN=K. Thus N= AK. 
Step 4: K= I (hence N=A): If aE K`°, then aEA and aw E N. For all gEH 
we claim that ag E N. This is clear if gEN while if g= al wag, then ag = (aw)`2 is 
also in N. 
Let B= (a9 :ge IH). Then B4H, BcN. If a*1, then [H: C(a)] so B is 
infinite. Since [N: A] <oo therefore [B: A !1 B] <oo. Conjugating by 
w, [B : Aw f1 B] <°°, so [B :A fl Aw fl B] <oo, contradicting A fl Aw = 1. 
Hence in fact a=1, so K=1, and N=A. 
Note. Everything we have proved so far is true of the solvable group of rank 
2H= F+ x F' (F an algebraically closed field), if we set A= F' and w= (1, -1). 
However, the next result is false for that group. 
Lemma 5. H= U gEHAg. 
Proof. Let X= UHA9. Since Agn A" =1 when gh-1$ A the Morley rank of X 
is 2. If bE H- X it follows that the conjugacy class of b has rank at most 1 (G has 
rank 2, degree 1), so C(b) is infinite. 
Let B= C(b)°. Then Lemma 4 applies with B in place of A, so in particular 
B= N(B), implying B= C(b) and thus beB. Now let Y= UH B9. Then Y has 
rank 2, hence Y meets X in a large set. Therefore we may assume that A f1 B# 1. 
Since A, B are connected we get either A fl B is finite, in which case as usual the 
centralizer of a nontrivial element in the intersection is all of H, or else A=B, 
contradicting bEB-A. Thus in either case we have a contradiction. 
This proves that H=X, as desired. 
Theorem 6. A connected group G of Morley rank 2 is solvable. 
Proof. If G is a counterexample let H= G/Z(G). Then for aE H-1 C(a) is a 
connected abelian group equal to its own normalizer. (Lemma 4 and remarks in 
the proof of Lemma 5). Let WE H be an involution outside C(a) (Lemma 4). - 
Then w is conjugate to an involution i of A (Lemma 5). Then iw wi and 
(iw)' = (iw)-'. Let B= C(iw). Then iw EB fl B', so B= B', proving iEB. Hence 
also weB, so iw = wi, a contradiction. 
4.2. Nonnilpotent groups 
We will give a classification of all nonnilpotent connected groups of Morley 
rank 2, with some supplementary information needed for Section 3. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be a connected centerless nonnilpotent group of Morley rank 2. 
Then for some algebraically closed field F, G is isomorphic to the semidirect product 
F+ XF 
of the additive and multiplicative groups of F, F' acting on F+ by multiplication. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 of Section 2.4 G has an infinite definable normal abelian 
subgroup U, which will turn out to be a copy of F+ (U stands for "unipotent"). 
We may take U to be connected. 
Next we seek an element b in G- C(U) whose connected centralizer 
T= C(b)°. 
is infinite (T stands for "torus"). If no such element exists, then C(b) is finite for 
all b in G- C(U) and then the proof of Theorem 1, Section 3 shows that the 
index of C(U) in G is at most 2. But since G is connected this forces G= C(U) 
and hence easily G is nilpotent, which is a contradiction. 
Thus we may fix T= C(b)° infinite with b in G- C(U), and clearly T# U. Then 
UT has rank 2 (since UnT is finite), so UT = G. Furthermore unT =1 since G 
is centerless. Thus G= UX T. 
Since we are about to prove that T is F' acting on F+ via multiplication, we will 
write U additively, T multiplicatively, and we define t"u= tut-' for tin T, u in U 
(so that u= t-' " u). The identity element 1 of G is sometimes called 0 when it is 
considered as an element of U. (This notation can produce occasional 
peculiarities, but it is extremely efficient. ) 
Since G is connected centerless, for aEG -1 [G : C(a)] = oo, so every nontrivial 
conjugacy class is infinite. Since U is connected of rank one it follows that U- 1 
consists of a single conjugacy class in G. For UE U-1 it follows that every 
element of U-1 has the form t"u (t E T). 
Fix ue U-1. We show now that C(u) = U. Suppose tET (1 C(u). Then t= t" 
centralizes t' "u for t' E T, so tET fl C(U) = 1. In particular the map 
ý: tº-ýt=t u 
is a bijection from T to U-1. 
Adjoin to Ta formal symbol 0, and extend the multiplication of T to TU {0} 
by the rule x-0=0-x=0. Define also 0- u=0EU. Let F=TU {0}, and define 
an addition + on F by 
(x+y)^-z+y. 
Then + is a commutative associative binary operation on F with identity 0 and 
inverses defined by 
(-x)" = -L 
To see that F is a field it suffices to check one distributive law: z(x + y) = zx + zy. 
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Indeed 
(z(x+y))^=z " (x+y)=z . (z+y)=zx+z"y (zx+zy)'. 
Thus F is a field interpretable over G. Then F has finite Morley rank and is 
therefore algebraically closed [8]. Clearly T=F and F+ =U via ^. Note that u is 
identified with 1E F+, and u was fixed but arbitrary. It is also clear that under 
these identifications conjugation of U by T corresponds to multiplication. 
Theorem 2. Let G be connected nonnilpotent group of Morley rank 2, Z= Z(G). 
Then G is a semidirect product: 
G=UXT 
of connected abelian groups of rank 1, with T divisible, ZS T, Z finite, and for 
some algebraically closed field F: 
U- F+, T/Z = F, 
and conjugation of U by T corresponds to multiplication in F. 
Proof. Evidently Z is finite and G/Z is centerless, G/Z = F, x F' for some 
algebraically closed field F. Let U1, T, be the inverse images of F+, F' in G, and 
let U= Uý, T= Tý. Then UT has rank 2, so UT = G. Since U, T are rank 1 connected, 
U and T are abelian. 
Fix UE U- Z. Define t= turf for tET. U is connected (hence of degree 1), so 
Tt is cofinite in U. If u fl z is nontrivial it follows that for some t, ý t2 in T there 
is an equation 
i, =z+t2, with zEUnz, zý1. 
Then modulo Z t, = 12, so t, = t2 in F, i. e. tlt2-' EZnT. Then 1, = t2, so z =1, a 
contradiction. 
Thus u fl z=1, U= F+. In particular U (l T=1, G=U is T. Since Z(F+ k F) _ 
1, Z c- T. T being of rank 1 and connected, it follows that T is of prime exponent 
or divisible. Since T/Z = F', T is divisible. Since Z is finite it is contained in the 
torsion component of T. Let Tp, 4 be the p-torsion components of T, Z. Then 
TJ, /Zp = (F')p is a Prufer p-group Z, (or trivial, if p= char F). Thus Tp is also a 
Prufer p-group Z,, and ZP is a finite subgroup. These last remarks pin down the 
structure of T, and hence of G, completely. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a partial analysis of the subgroups and 
automorphisms of groups of the above types. Throughout the remainder of this 
section let G, Z, U, T, F be as in Theorem 2. 
Theorem 3. Let H be a subgroup of G. Suppose that the structure (G; H) has rank 
2 and that U, T are connected in (G; H). Then H is definable in G. If H is infinite 
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and unequal to G, then H has the following form: 
(1) UXL with LST finite or 
(2) T" with uEU. 
Proof. Consider the projection maps 1ru :H -> U, IrT :H-T. If the image L of 
ITT is finite, then the kernel of -rrT is infinite, hence equals U. Then H=UXL. 
Suppose that ITT has infinite range. Then ITT is surjective. Let K be the kernel 
of ITT. Then K is finite. Define a map 
f: T --> subsets of U 
by f (t) = irirT'(t). Then: 
f(tlt2) 2f(tl)+t1 " NO (*) 
(indeed if u, Ef (t, ), u2 Ef (t2), then ult u2t2 EH and an easy computation yields: 
(u, + t, " u2) t, t2 = u, t, u2t2 E H, SO 
(ul + t, " u2) Ef (t, t2), as claimed). 
From (*) we derive: 
card f (t, t2) -card f (t, ) for t,, t2 E T. 
Hence: 
card f (t, ) = card f(t2) for tl, t2 e T. 
In particular the inclusion in (*) is an equality and (since f (1) = K): 
card f (t) = card K 
for tET. Take 11 = 1, t2 = tin (*). Then: 
f(t)=K+f(t), 
so f (t) is a coset of K. Let t, = t, t2 =1 in (*). Then: 
f(t)= f(t)+t " K. 
It follows that t"KcK for IET. However, T contains elements of infinite order 
while K is finite, so KcZ (1 U =1. 
Thus f is a function from T to U. Since t, t2= t2 t, in T, (*) yields: 
f(tl)+tlf(tz)=f(t2)+t2 " f(tl), 
hence (1- t2) " At)) _ (1- t, ) "f (t2). Thus for to 1 the element (1- t)-' "f (t) EU is 
independent of t. Call it u. Thus finally: 
f(t)=(1-t) "u 
and H= {((1- t) " u, () :tE T} = T' by explicit calculation. 
Theorem 4. Suppose that aE Aut G and that relative to the structure (G; a), G has 
rank 2 and U, T are connected. Suppose that for some n>0, a" =1 E Aut G. Then 
a is an inner automorphism. 
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Proof. From Theorem 3 it follows easily that a[ U] =U and a [T] = T" for some 
uEU. Define PE Aut G by ß(g) = a(g)". It suffices to prove that ß is inner. 
Here ß[U]= U, ß[T]=T. 
Now for all k, ak[TJ= and taking k=n we see that 
ua(u) "". a' '(u) E N(T) fl u =1. Since ßk(g) = ak(g)cua (u)... at-lc"»-1 we see that 
/3" =1. Now ß[Z] = Z, so ß induces an automorphism y of G/Z = F+ x F. We 
use additive notation for F+ and multiplicative notation for the action of F' on 
F, as usual. For s, tEF, UE U-1 we have: 
y(s + t) " y(u) = y((s + t) " u) = y(s "u+t" u) 
= y(s) " Y(u)+y(() " 'Y(u)=(y(s)+y(t)) " y(u). 
Thus y(s + t) = y(s)+ y(t) and y is actually a field automorphism of F. Suppose m 
is the order of y in Aut F (m n). Define cr: F-*F by 
Qa=a+ya+" "" 
Then a is a homomorphism of F1. (the additive group of F=TU {0}). 
If the range of a is finite, then the kernel is infinite, hence is all of F+, so as =0 
and the maps 1, y, y2, ... , ym-' are 
linearly dependent but unequal, which is 
impossible. Thus the range of a must be infinite, hence equal to F. But y is the 
identity on range (Q), so y is the identity on F. 
Hence for tET ß(t) = tz(t) where z: T--)- Z is a homomorphism. Here Z is 
finite and T is connected, so z is trivial and ß(t) =t on T. Fix uE U-1, and let 
ß(u) = to " u. One sees easily that ß coincides with the inner automorphism 
defined by to, as desired. 
4.3. Nilpotent groups 
We do not know whether there are nonabelian connected nilpotent groups of 
Morley rank 2. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a nonabelian connected nilpotent of Morley rank 2. Then G 
is of exponent p or p2. Let Z, = Z(G). If G is of exponent p2, then GP = Z. 
Proof. Let Z= Z°. Then Z, G/Z are connected abelian of rank 1. In particular 
[G, G] c Z. Let A= G/Z,. Commutation induces a bilinear map: 
AxA-+Z. 
A is either divisible or of prime exponent p. Suppose first that A is divisible. If 
aEA is a torsion element of order n, then 
0=[na, A]=[a, nA]=[a, A] 
so a =0. Thus A is torsion free. But [a, a]= 0 so aE ker (a) (viewing a as a linear 
map from A to Z), thus ker (a) 2Za is infinite, ker (a) = A, A= (0), and G is 
abelian. 
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Hence in fact A has prime exponent p, and it follows that Z has exponent p as 
well. Also by considering the surjection G/Z -* A and recalling that G/Z is 
connected we see that GIZ has exponent p. 
In particular G is of exponent p or p2. 
Now it is easy to verify that the map x -+ xP is a homomorphism from G to G, 
and its kernel K contains Z. Assume K G. Then [G: K] so GP is infinite. 
But GP c Z, so GP = Z. 
4.4. Algebraic groups 
The only known examples of simple w-stable groups are the simple matrix 
groups with coefficients in an algebraically closed field (and these are all K, - 
categorical, as mentioned in the introduction). The thrust of the present article is 
that in certain extremely special cases it is possible to prove that a simple co-stable 
group is in fact a linear algebraic group. 
Our results on groups of Morley rank 2 or 3 are based on the following idea. 
Consider a simple group G of Morley rank 2 or 3. Show that G resembles an 
algebraic group structurally, and obtain either a contradiction or a complete 
description of G. In fact even in the case of rank 2 our analysis is directed toward 
a proof that G resembles PSL (2, F); since G cannot be PSL (2, F) this eventually 
produces a contradiction. The contradiction is itself ad hoc, and it could indeed be 
presented in various forms, but the structural analysis preceding it is in its 
essential features canonical. 
To explain this in more detail, we recall the Bruhat decomposition of a simple 
(more generally, reductive) algebraic group. 
Let G be a simple algebraic matrix group. Let B be a Borel subgroup, i. e. a 
maximal connected solvable subgroup of G. It turns out that much of the 
structure of G can be elucidated in terms of the way G decomposes into double 
cosets modulo B. The double coset decomposition of G relative to B is called the 
Bruhat decomposition of G, and is written: 
G= U BwB. 
WEW 
Here W is the Weyl group of G, a finite group associated to G in a way that need 
not concern us here, and w runs over representatives of the elements of W in G. 
In the case of PSL (n, F) the Weyl group W is the symmetric group S. on n 
letters. 
The important case for the present article is PSL (2, F). In SL (2, F) a natural 
choice for the Borel subgroup B is the group of upper triangular matrices: 
ab 
0a'' aEF; 
b¬F. 
Then B is a semidirect product UX T where T consists of the diagonal matrices 
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and U consists of the upper triangular unipotent matrices: 
Ib 
01 
(We pass from SL (2, F) to PSL (2, F) by factoring out the center of SL, which is 
also the center of B: ±I, I= identity. ) 
The Bruhat decomposition in SL (2, F) then takes the form: 
G=BUBwB 
where w may be taken to be the matrix (essentially a permutation matrix): 
0 -1I 
10 
Here w2 = -I, so that in PSL (2, F) we may write w2 = 1. Thus in PSL (2, F) we 
have explicitly 
G= 0 BxB 
%E $_ 
identifying S2 with (I, w). 
These specific facts are relevant to the calculations made in the following 
section (which correspond in part to matrix calculations in SL (2, F)). Of greater 
importance is the idea of a Bruhat decomposition as an initial goal for a 
group-theoretic analysis, together with additional information about Borel sub- 
groups furnished by the general theory of algebraic groups. A number of general 
facts are available about Borel subgroups of algebraic groups which we are forced 
to piece together in an ad hoc manner in the cases which concern us, as we lack 
any general machinery for analyzing w-stable groups. Chief among these are: 
(1) the normalizer theorem: N(B) B. In our analyses this is obtained simul- 
taneously with the Bruhat decomposition. 
(2) If B is nilpotent, then B=G. In our analysis of the rank 2 nonsolvable case 
we know from the start that B is abelian and B* G, but a contradiction is reached 
only after an involved argument. Similarly, the rank 3 nonsolvable groups that we 
have not succeeded in analyzing are exactly those in which Borel subgroups are of 
rank 1, hence abelian (see Section 5.2). Theorem 1 of Section 3 is our only 
general result concerning the size of Borel subgroups. 
(As noted earlier, the importance of the Bruhat decomposition is suggested by 
the experience of finite group theorists as described in the final chapter of the 
book [17]. An elementary exposition of the structure theory of linear algebraic 
groups is in [5]. ) 
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5. Groups of Morley rank 3 
5.1. Good groups 
Definition 1. A group of Morley rank 3 is good if it contains a definable subgroup 
of rank 2, bad otherwise. 
Theorem 1. Let G be a good connected group of rank 3. Then either G is solvable 
or G/Z(G) - PSL (2, F) for some algebraically closed field F. In the second case 
G= PSL (2, F) or SL (2, F). 
The proof of this theorem consists of a detailed structural analysis of G/Z(G) 
under the assumption of nonsolvability, much as in Section 4.1. We will soon get 
the Bruhat decomposition of G/Z(G). In particular one should think of the group 
B introduced below as the group of upper triangular matrices, and 
W= 
L0 
01. 
Lemma 2. Let G be a good connected nonsolvable group of Morley rank 3. Then 
Z(G) is finite and G/ Z(G) contains a nonnilpotent definable subgroup B of rank 2. 
Proof. If G is nonsolvable, then the solvability of groups of rank 2 shows that any 
normal solvable subgroup of G is finite, hence central. It follows easily that 
Z= Z(G) is finite and G/Z is centerless. 
For simplicity suppose G is centerless and B is a definable connected subgroup 
of rank 2 of G (i. e. write G for G/Z). Let N= N(B). Then N* G. Fix XEG-N 
and let A= (B fl B")°. Then rank A vi; 1. If A is trivial, then B" B" has rank 4, 
which is impossible. Thus rank A=1, and in particular A is abelian. 
Suppose now that B is nilpotent. If B is abelian, then C(B fl B") 2 B, B", hence 
C(B fl B") = G, B fl B= cZ=1, a contradiction. If B is nonabelian, then 
A" Z(B) * B, so rank A" Z(B) =1 and Ac Z(B). Then C(A) 2 B, B", so A c_ 
Z=1, a contradiction. Thus B is nonnilpotent. 
Throughout the remainder of this subsection let G be a good connected 
nonsolvable centerless group of Morley rank 3 and let B be a connected definable 
subgroup of rank 2 in G, necessarily nonnilpotent by the above proof. We will call 
Ba Borel subgroup of G. B is a semidirect product: 
B=UXT 
with U= F+, T/Z(B) = F' for a suitable algebraically closed field F, called the 
base field of B. (Section 4.2, Theorem 2). Since Z(G) = 1, we may set Z= Z(B) 
without danger of confusion. 
We will prove that G- PSL (2, F). 
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Lemma 3. (1) G= UN(T)U, 
(2) N(B) =B" C(B), 
(3) N(B) fl N(T) =T" C(B). 
Proof. (1) Fix geG. Since rank B" BI <4, rank B f1 B9 , 1. If gE N(B), then 
part 2 of this lemma will show that gEB" C(B) c UN(T). 
Assume therefore that rank B fl BI = 1. Then B" B' has rank 3. Let H= 
B fl B9. According to Section 4.2, Theorem 3 if H does not contain U, then 
H=T" for some uEU. 
Suppose toward a contradiction that Us; H, so that UK-'g B. By Section 4.2, 
Theorem 3 this yields U`= U, hence B, Bc N(U) proving N(U) = G, con- 
tradicting the nonsolvability of G. 
Thus H= T" for some u, and T"g 'cB. Again by Theorem 3 of Section 4.2, 
Tull` = T° for some v. Then 7-'-` = T, vgu"1 E N(T), g r= UN(T) U, as desired. 
(2) If ae N(B), then by Theorem 3 of Section 4.2, T° = T" for some uE If. 
Then au-' E N(B) fl N(T). If we prove part 3, then au-'ET-C(B), so ac: 
B" C(B), as desired. 
(3) Assume aE N(B) fl N(T). Let n= [N(B) : B]. Then a" EB and Ta" = T, so 
a"EB(1N(T)=T. 
Define g(t) = t((°) """ (t°"-') for tET, and fix uE U-1. If Ua = u' with tET, 
then 
u`" = ua(", so an = g(t). (*) 
If ker g=T, then an =1 in Aut B, so a defines an inner automorphism of B by 
Theorem 4 of Section 4.2. Thus aEB" C(B) in this case. In the remaining case 
ker g is finite, so eq. (*) has only finitely many solutions t c= T. Since U is 
connected there is a fixed teT such that 
u° = u` for u in U off a finite set. 
It follows easily that u° = u` on U. 
Replace a by ar'. Then aE C(U), 7° = T, and a" E C(T) as one sees easily. 
Thus a" E C(B), so Theorem 4 of Section 4.2 applies to prove that aEB" C(B). 
Now we obtain the Bruhat decomposition. 
Lemma 4. N(T) st N(B) and if wE N(T) - N(B), then 
G=BUBwB. 
Also B= N(B). 
Proof. (1) N(T) N(B): If gEG -N(B) write 9= u, wu2 with ul, u2E U, WE 
N(T). Then WE N(T) -N(B). 
(2) For WEN(T) - N(B ), G= N(B) U BwB : 
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We will show that rank BwB = 3. Since G is connected this will show that 
G -N(B) can contain only one double coset of B, so G= N(B) U BwB. 
w C: b2, so Tb= '= T'1 "- Suppose that b,, b2 E B, b, wb2 = w. Then T= T= T', 
B fl Bw. But B fl B' has rank 1 and contains T, so T= Tb2-' = TbIW. It follows that 
b,, b2 E N(T) (1 B=T. In particular, if b2 e U. then b2 = b, =1. Thus BwU has 
rank 3, so BwB has rank 3. 
(3) N(B) =B: By Lemma 3.2 it suffices to show that C(B) S B. Fix CE C(B) 
and write 
cw = bl wb2 with b1, b2 E B. 
Then Tb2-' = 7, ""b, '=T', - and it follows as in part 2 that b,, b2 E T. Then 
cw=b, wb2=b, bz 'w, c=b, b2 'ET. 
Lemma S. There is an element wE N(T) -T such that w2 E T. Furthermore either 
(1) w r= C(T) and w2 =1 or 
(2) tw = t-' for tET, and w2 M±1 in F'. 
Proof. Start with xE N(T) -T and write 
x-'= b1xb2 with b,, b2 E B. 
Then T''= '= T" T, " cB f1 B', so T= T''= '= Tb, ", proving b,, b2 E T. Let 
w= xb,. Then 
w2=b2'b, ET 
Then by Theorem 5 of Section 4.2 either w r= C(T) or t' = t-'. 
Let (=W2 . Assume 
first that w r= C(T) and b= t-1/2 E T. (T/Z is the multiplica- 
tive group of an algebraically closed field, so it is closed under formation of square 
roots; t- 1/2 denotes any element which represents the inverse square root of t 
modulo Z. ) Then (wb)2 =1. On the other hand if t' = t-' on T, then for t= w2 we 
get t= t"' = t-', t2 = 1. Hence t =±1 (mod Z). 
For the remainder of this section w will be assumed chosen as specified in 
Lemma 5. In the remainder of this section we will produce generators and 
relations for G via a reasonably straightforward computation, and then recognize 
G as PSL (2, F), with F the base field for B. 
Lemma 6. G=BU UTwU and the representation of an element geG-B in the 
form u, twu2 is unique. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that BwB = UTwU, which is trivial, and the uniqueness 
statement, which was verified in the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 7. w0 C(T). 
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Proof. Assume w is in C(T), and in particular w2 =1. Fix a in U with waw not in 
B, and write: 
waw = u, tlwu2 
with u1= sl, u2 =. (writing § for s"a and allowing s= 0). 
For s, t in T compute: 
(1) (wsw)Iw =(sls+s, s2t, s+s, ti't) tiw(s2s+s2t)". 
(2) w"(wjw)=(s, s+s; t)"t; w(s2ti1s+s, s2tllt+s2t)". 
By Lemma 6 we may equate the coefficients from T modulo Z, getting two 
equations (modulo Z), of which the first is: 
(3) (s, s2t, )s = (s; - s, t, )t. 
Letting s, t vary we conclude: s1 s2 = 0. 
If e. g. s, = 0, then u, =0 in U, i. e. u, =1 in G and: 
waw = t, wu2 = wtl U29 
so w=a- 't, u2 is an element of B, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 8. For some uEU, u' E UwU. 
Proof. Fix aEU -1 and write a' = "It, wu2. Letting t= tß'/2 one gets 
ýa = Ut WUt tz 
(this computation uses the fact that w acts on T by inversion). Now take u= at. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We show that G =PSL (2, F) with the above hypotheses 
and notation. In particular we fix u in U such that Uw E UwU, say: 
u"' =. ws2 
where s" =s"u for s in TU {0}. Easily s1, s2 # 0. Let e= w2. In the proof of 
Lemma 5 we saw that e2 = 1. 
For s, t in Ta computation shows: 
wsw = (es, s-')^(es-2)w(szs-')^, (1) 
(ws"w)Iw = (ES IS-1 
+s, s-1(s2+st)-1)^(s2+st)-2w(s2s(s2+st)-1 )", (2) 
ws"(wIw)= (es, t(es, +st)-')^(esl+st)-2w(es2t-'(es1+st)-'+s2t-')" (3) 
(we have cast these expressions into the normal form described in Lemma 6). 
If we take s in the center Z of B in eq. (1) (recalling Zc T) we obtain: 
wuw = 
Since this is independent of s, we conclude that s'= 1 for s in Z. 
However, this yields: s" = s-1= s, so s commutes with w as well as all of B, 
proving that s is in the center of G, so that finally s=1. 
Thus the center of B is trivial and B may be identified with F+ < F. In 
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particular a certain element of ambiguity once present in eqs. 2,3 (concerning the 
meaning of + in T) no longer exists. Also we can now say that s= ±1. 
Combining eqs. 2 and 3, the associative law in G, and Lemma 6 we obtain three 
equations, of which the first is: 
Esls-1 + s, s-1(s2+ st)-1 = ¬slt(esl + st)_1 (4) 
This may be reorganized to read: sl(es2 + 1) +E (s, + 1)st = 0. Then varying s and t 
yields: 
s1= -1, (s) 
(6) S2 = -6- 
It will suffice now to show that e=1, since the structural facts obtained (including 
Lemma 6) determine G and hold in PSL (2, F) (see the discussion in Section 4.4). 
(The final statement in Theorem 1 can be extracted from the discussion of central 
extensions of Chevalley groups in Steinberg's notes [13, Section 71. ) 
To determine e it suffices to compute u`. Start with the equations: 
U, = (-1f w(-sf, 
(u-')'" = (u"')-' = ew-11= e ewu, hence ((-1)")"' =9 Ewu, 
and compute: 
u` _ (u`")"' = w-'(-1)"w(-E)"w = 
=e E w(1-e)"w =E((1-E)")W =u"((1 
Thus u` = u"((1- E)^)' and it follows that e=1. This completes the proof. 
5.2. Bad groups 
The bulk of our current knowledge concerning bad groups is contained in the 
following result. 
Theorem 1. Let G be connected nonsolvable centerless W-stable and suppose that 
every proper definable subgroup has rank at most 1. For aEG-1 let A= C(a). 
Then: 
(1) A= N(A) is connected abelian of rank 1, 
(2) G=U0 AR. 
(3) Either G has prime exponent p or A is divisible. 
(4) All finite subgroups of G are commutative of odd order. 
Proof. Let X=U0 A°4, X' =Uc C(A0)g. Let N= N(A°). Then N G, for 
otherwise G/A° would be solvable, and so G would be solvable. Thus [N: A°]< 
00. 
If A° fl A°g IL 1, then since G is centerless we find A= A°g, g r= N. It follows 
easily that rank X= rank G. If now bEG- X' and B= C(b)°, Y= Uß B a, then 
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again rank Y= rank G, so X fl Y is nontrivial. We may assume without loss of 
generality that A fl B 1. It then follows that A° = B, so bE C(A°) c X', a 
contradiction. Thus G= X'. 
Now we show C(A °) = A°, so that G=X. We know that rank (G - X) < rank G 
and all centralizers have rank 1. By a slight extension of Theorem 2.3(2(a)) (with 
k infinite) for each conjugacy class K rank G- rank K+1. It follows that G-X is 
a finite union of conjugacy classes. We can conclude that C(A °) (1 G-X is finite, 
because the G-conjugacy classes in C(A°) are finite: if both b, bg E C(A°), then 
A°, A°" S C(bg), so A°R = A°g, gE N- and N/A° is finite. 
Thus if C(A°) * A°, then the infinite set C(A°)- A° meets X. If b= ag E 
(C(A°)-A°)f1X with aeA°, then A°, A°gcC(b), so geN, b=aBEA°, a 
contradiction. Hence we have shown that C(A°) = A°, G=X. 
Now A° is of prime exponent of divisible, so G is of prime exponent or A° is 
divisible. We will now show that A° = N(A°), so that in particular A° =A and 
points (1)-(3) have been proved. 
Suppose first that G has exponent p and aE N(A°) is viewed as an automorph- 
ism of A. Define 1- a by: 
U1-° = 1. 
Since (1- a)P = 0, Ker (1- a) is infinite. Hence Ker (1- a) = A°, a=1 on A°, 
aEC(A°)=A° 
If on the other hand A° is divisible and n= [N: A°], then the subgroup 
(x, A°) c C(x") for XEN. Thus either xE A° or C(x) = G, x" =1. If x' =1 let 
us assume that x has prime order p. Since G=X, A° has elements or order p, so 
Ker (1- x)P # 1, and hence Ker (1- x) 0 1. Thus A° fl c(x) o l, hence A°= C(x)°. 
Then xe C(A°) = A°, as desired. 
Finally we treat the fourth point. If ieG is an involution then there is a 
conjugate involution j not commuting with i. Let A= C(ij). Then iý A but 
ji EA fl A', contradicting A= N(A). Thus G has no involution, and every finite 
subgroup H of G has odd order and is therefore solvable. Let AaH be abelian. 
For aEA-1, since Ac C(a) it follows that H normalizes C(a), so Hc 
N(C(a)) = C(a)" is commutative. 
Corrollary 2. Let G be a connected nonsolvable locally finite w-stable group. Then 
G contains a proper definable subgroup of rank at least 2. If in particular rank 
G=3, then G is either SL (2, K) or PSL (2, K) for some locally finite algebraically 
closed field K. 
Proof. The proof is immediate in view of Theorem 1(4) above and Theorem 5.1. 
(Simple locally finite groups have involutions, see e. g. [6]. ) 
Lemma 3. With the above notation and hypotheses let b0A, B= C(b). Then: 
(1) bAbf1A=0, 
(2) ABA has rank 3. 
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Proof. (1) If barb = a2, then b-'alb- = al; since ala2 = a2a1 we get 
b-la2b-lbalb = balbb-la2b-', so a2a, = b2a, a2b-Z, hence a2a, =e or b2 e 
A f1 B =1. But b2 # 1, so az =a-,, ba, b =a-, ', (ba1)2 =1, so ba, = 1, a contradic- 
tion. 
(2) Define b, = b2 if b2 E Ab IA. If the equivalence classes of = are finite, then 
ABA has rank 3, for given a fixed bEB and 
alba2= a3ba4 
we get ba2a4'b-1= ai'a2. Suppose then that = has an infinite (hence cofinite) 
equivalence class. In particular for some bEB we have b= b-'. Then 
a, bat = b-', ba2b =a ý', 
contradicting part 1. 
Corollary 4. Assume rank G=3. Then given the above notation and hypotheses 
there are x,, ... , Xk EG such that 
G=ABAUAx, AU" " "UAxkA 
and for beB, AbA (l B is finite ; also Ax, A 0 Ax 'A for x, 0 A. For any rank 1 
subgroup C, Cn ABA is cofinite in C. 
Proof. For the final comment, if c fl Ax, A is infinite, then taking inverses 
c fl Axe 'A is infinite. But C has degree 1, a contradiction. 
6. Conclusion 
The following assertion seems reasonable: 
Main Conjecture. Every simple w-stable group is an algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field. 
There does not seem to be any method in sight for attacking this problem in full 
generality (even if we restrict it to groups of finite Morley rank, as is reasonable). 
A more manageable problem is obtained by restricting attention to the class of 
linear W-stable groups, where by definition a linear group is a structure consisting 
of a group G of linear transformations of a finite-dimensional vector space V, 
where G is equipped with its structure as an abstract group together with its 
action on the underlying set of V. 
A proof of the Main Conjecture for linear groups would be very interesting 
because it would show that as far as the structure theory of algebraic groups over 
algebraically closed fields is concerned, the notions and methods of algebraic 
geometry employed at present could be abandoned entirely, apart from the notion 
of dimension embodied in the concept of Morley rank. 
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A very different case of the Main Conjecture is obtained by specializing to the 
class of locally finite groups of finite Morley rank, dropping the linearity assump- 
tion. The sort of inductive analysis initiated here can perhaps be pushed through 
using the methods of the theory of finite simple groups in the manner of 
[6]. 
Presumably a solution to either of the above problems would be very elaborate 
technically. 
The main conjecture includes the conjecture that a simple . ü-stable group 
has 
finite Morley rank (a conjecture based more on ignorance than on conviction). 
Indeed, examples of w-stable groups of infinite Morley rank seem hard to come 
by, so I will take this opportunity to mention two ways of constructing such 
groups (no proofs will be given). 
(1) The Mal'cev correspondence. Associate to the ring R the group G(R) of 
upper triangular unipotent nxn matrices (n at least 3). Then R and G(R) are 
mutually interinterpretable, and the Morley rank of G(R) is n(n -1)/2 times that 
of R. Examples of w-stable rings of infinite Morley rank were noted in [4] -just 
take an extension of an algebraically closed field by an infinite set of mutually 
annihilating indeterminates with square = 0. 
(2) GL (n, K/F). Let FcK be a pair of algebraically closed fields. Let 
GL (n, K/F) be the group of nxn matrices with coefficients in K and determinant 
in F. Then GL (n, K/F) and the field K with distinguished subfield F are 
mutually interpretable, so GL (n, K/F) has infinite Morley rank. 
This group arises naturally in the context of differentially closed fields K, where 
F is the subfield of constants. Perhaps more incisive examples can be defined in 
this context. 
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